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Highlights:

- we have analyzed subwavelength gratings to control the polarization of incident light
- the subwavelength gratings operating as wave-plate have been discussed
- a simple approach to designing metasurface components has been proposed

Abstract

We review thin micro-optics components with nanostructured microreliefs intended to control the polarization and phase of laser light. These components include transmission and reflection subwavelength diffraction gratings characterized by spatially varying groove directions and fill factors, with the microrelief period and depth remaining approximately unchanged. In the visible spectrum, the microrelief features may vary in size from dozens to hundreds of nanometers. Segmented diffractive micropolarizers for linear to radial/azimuthal polarization conversion and subwavelength microlenses for tightly focusing the laser light are discussed in detail. Examples of particular micropolarizers and microlenses fabricated in amorphous silicon films are also given.
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1. Introduction

Diffractive optical elements intended to modify the amplitude and phase of the transmitted/reflected light have been known in optics for quite some time [1]. However, it is only comparatively recently that researchers have taken an interest in studying elements capable of converting the polarization of light. Well-suited for this purpose are diffractive gratings with space variant grooves and subwavelength period, which are called subwavelength gratings [2]. In this case, there is only a zero diffraction order. The polarization control is implemented as follows. The local direction of grooves defines a chosen direction relative to which the polarization vector of the incident light can be decomposed into the TE- and TM- components, with these being, respectively, directed along and across the grooves. As light propagates...
through a transparent diffraction grating, due to different effective refractive indices [3] the TE- and TM-waves acquire different phase shifts, making the output polarization vector rotate by some angle. If the phase shift equals a quarter of wavelength, the grating operates as a quarter-wave plate, performing the linear to circular polarization conversion [4], [5]. With a half-wavelength phase shift between the TE- and TM-components, the grating operates as a half-wave plate [6], [7]. In the visible spectrum, obtaining a half-wave phase shift in a low-refractive-index transparent material requires the fabrication of a microrelief whose depth is of the order of wavelength. For the subwavelength gratings, creating nano-sized microrelief features is a challenge [6]. Because of this, the gratings are either fabricated from high-index materials, resulting in the deteriorated grating transmittance, or utilized in reflection, rather than transmission, mode. To control the polarization of the incident light, one needs to calculate the period, fill factor, microrelief depth, and direction of the grating grooves at each point of the surface. For this purpose, the rigorous solution of vector Maxwell's equations is used.

Recently, optical elements capable of simultaneously controlling the polarization and phase of light have also been reported and are known as metasurface photonic components [8]. When used for focusing light they are called metalenses. As a rule, the metalens is calculated based on the Pancharatnam-Berry phase [9], [10] and can only operate with circularly polarized incident light. This is a drawback, as the circular polarization is generated using an extra element - a quarter-wave plate. However, the phase of light can be controlled in a different way. For instance, when designing a metalens, radii of zones of a Fresnel lens for a required focal length and required incident wavelength are calculated. Each metalens zone is then filled with binary diffraction gratings, each rotating the electric vector of the normally incident linearly polarized laser light by a pre-defined angle in such a manner that the output light is radially polarized [11]. The period, microrelief depth, and fill factor are selected in an optimal way via numerical modeling and on the assumption that the amplitude of light passing through each individual grating is approximately the same. The half-wavelength phase shift between adjacent metalens zones is implemented by two boundary-adjacent local gratings that are assumed to rotate the polarization vector by angles whose difference equals \( \pi \).

In this review, we discuss space-variant subwavelength diffraction gratings intended to convert the polarization of light and metalenses. Subwavelength gratings in transmission and reflection modes that operate as analogs of quarter- and half-wave plates are discussed in detail. The use of such gratings for the implementation of linear to radial and azimuthal polarization conversion is described. In the final section, we give examples of metalenses for tightly focusing the laser light, which consist of subwavelength grating arrays.

2. Use of subwavelength gratings for light polarization conversion

The simplest way to perform the polarization conversion is through the use of subwavelength gratings. Such gratings have different refractive indices of the TE- and TM-components of the wave [3]:

\[
\eta_{TE}^{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{n_r^2 + (1 - d)n_m^2} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\eta_{TM}^{\text{eff}} = \left( \frac{d}{n_r^2} + \frac{1 - d}{n_m^2} \right)^{1/2} \tag{2}
\]

where \( d \) is the fill factor of the grating (the ratio of the step width to the grating period), \( n_r \) is the refractive index of the step material, and \( n_m \) is the refractive index of the environment.

Reference [2] was the first to demonstrate that subwavelength gratings are suitable for polarization conversion. Owing to a phase shift between the TE- and TM-waves transmitted through a subwavelength microrelief, the latter can be used as analogs of half- and quarter-wave
plates, and, consequently, convert the polarization of the incident light. Being easier to fabricate, micropolarizers based on the quarter-wave plates were the first to be implemented. The first experimental demonstration of light polarization conversion using subwavelength gratings analogous to the quarter-wave plates was reported in Refs. [4], [5], in which a circularly polarized beam of wavelength 10.6 µm was converted into an azimuthally polarized beam.

Some articles discussed here describe the use of subwavelength gratings for generating cylindrical vector beams. Such beams are characterized by radially symmetric polarization [12]. The radially polarized beams have found use for sharply focusing the laser light [13] and optical micromanipulation [14]. Note that azimuthally polarized beams are also utilized for sharply focusing the laser beams [15]. Moreover, when sharply focusing light, azimuthally polarized beams are preferable to radially polarized beams, because a subwavelength focal spot from the radially polarized beam is mainly composed of longitudinally polarized components - with almost no light coming from the focal spot along the axis to the observer - while a focal spot from an azimuthally polarized beam is mainly composed of transverse components, seen by the observer on the axis. For these reasons, the transversely polarized focal spots have been widely used in areas such as optical coherent tomography [16], optical data storage [17], and for detecting individual molecules [18].

In Ref. [19], a concentric metallic grating was utilized to convert the circularly polarized laser light at 633 nm into radially polarized light. The metallic grating was fabricated by coating a fused-silica substrate \((n = 1.457)\) with a 200-nm aluminum layer, which was then coated with a 40-nm SiO\(_2\) layer. Ellipsometric measurements showed the refractive index of Al to be \(n = 1.9907+8.518i\) (i.e. different from the reference value of \(n = 1.373+7.618i\)). The (axicon) grating composed of concentric rings with period 200 nm and fill factor 0.4 was defined using e-beam lithography in a resist layer, before being transferred into the SiO\(_2\) layer using fluorine-based reactive ion etching and into the Al layer using chlorine-based reactive ion etching. However, the resulting beam [19] cannot in a strict sense be called radially polarized as it has identical phases at diametrically opposed points, whilst the said points of a "properly" radially polarized beam should be out of phase. To remedy the situation, a combined element has been proposed [20], [21] composed of a concentric metallic grating with 200-nm period and a "forked" hologram with 1.2 µm period. The element was fabricated in a 150-nm gold film coated on a glass substrate and experimentally tested at wavelengths 633 nm and 850 nm. A technique suitable for large-scale production of the quarter-wave plates based on subwavelength gratings has been described [22] – gratings with 360-nm period and the aspect ratio of 5.2 for the conversion of 633-nm light were fabricated using UV-moulding. Subwavelength gratings to convert linearly polarized beams into circularly polarized beams at 488 nm, 532 nm, and 632.8 nm have also been reported [23]. Such gratings may find uses in designing 3D displays [24].

Practical implementation of a half-wave plate requires a higher aspect ratio of individual grating elements, making it harder to fabricate. The grating micrelief features need to be twice as high as those of a quarter-wave plate. The operation of the subwavelength grating as an analog of a half-wave plate was first demonstrated in Ref. [25]. In fact, three grating micropolarizers different in design were studied. All three micropolarizers were fabricated in GaAs and intended to operate at 10.6 µm (CO\(_2\) laser). It is also worth noting that the gratings fabricated in [25] had a varying period ranging from \(d_{\text{min}} = 2 \mu m\) to \(d_{\text{max}} = 3.05 \mu m\). A subwavelength grating functionally analogous to a half-wave plate operating in the near infrared spectrum was synthesized in [6]. The grating converted a linearly polarized beam at 1064 nm into a radially polarized beam. The grating’s template was written in a ZEP 520A resist using e-beam lithography, prior to being transferred into a GaAs substrate (refractive index \(n=3.478\)) using ion etching. Unlike Ref. [25] the grating had a constant period of 240 nm. An interferometer based on the grating [6] was proposed in Ref. [26]. In [6], the grating micropolarizer was fabricated in a high refractive index substrate. In a different approach proposed in Ref. [27], the grating was
fabricated in a low-index substrate. Such an approach boasts a number of advantages, such as lower aspect ratio of the microrelief elements and a 100% transmittance for one of the modes.

Reference [28] reported the fabrication of a micropolarizer using a silicon-on-insulator technique, to convert a linearly polarized beam into radially/azimuthally polarized light for wavelengths ranging from 1030 nm to 1064 nm. The micropolarizer made of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (refractive index \( n = 3.4 \)) was fabricated in a low-index substrate (fused silica \( n = 1.45 \)). In Refs. [29], [30] similar techniques were employed to fabricate a 4-sector micropolarizer in transmission with a phase shift. The micropolarizer in Fig. 1 was fabricated by electron beam lithography. The surface of a 130-nm thick amorphous silicon (a-Si) found on a transparent pyrex 7740 substrate (refractive index is 1.47, http://www.valleydesign.com/pyrex.htm) was coated with a 320-nm thick PMMA resist, which was then baked at 180°C. To prevent charging the sample surface was coated with a 15-nm thick golden layer. The four-sector grating-polarizer's pattern was created on the resist surface by a 30-kV electron beam. The sample was developed in a 3:7 water solution of isopropanol and the gold layer was removed. The transfer of the grating-polarizer's template from the resist to the aSi was carried out via reactive ion etching in a gas mixture of CHF3 and SF6 using a recipe optimized for photonic crystal fabrication similar to that used in [31]. The resist thickness was chosen so as to enable the protection of the pattern during the etching of the 130-nm aSi. The aspect ratio of etch rates of the material and the mask was found to be 1:2.5.

The four-sector micropolarizer in transmission converts an incident laser beam of wavelength \( \lambda = 633 \text{ nm} \) into an azimuthally polarized beam with a phase shift such that at the diametrically opposite points of the beam cross-section the polarization is the same. In Ref. [29], a laser beam transmitted through a micropolarizer was focused with a quartz binary zone plate (ZP) (Fig.2a) with wavelength focus into a subwavelength focal spot. Measurements with a near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) [7] have shown a focal spot to be formed at a distance of 200-250 nm from the ZP surface, with the spot size being FWHM = 0.46\( \lambda \) and FWHM = 0.57\( \lambda \) (Fig. 2b).

The conversion of light polarization by means of subwavelength gratings was also discussed in Refs. [32]–[34]. A grating of 400-nm period in a fused silica substrate coated with a TiO2 layer and operating as a half-wave plate was reported in Ref. [32]. The grating was intended to operate at 628 nm and found to have a 90% transmittance. A subwavelength grating of 410-nm period in slanted photonic structures was reported in Ref. [34]. The grating was fabricated by coating a fused silica substrate with a 640-nm thick TiO2 layer prior to applying atop a Cr grating, which was then used as a mask. During the ion etching process, the specimen was fixed so as to ensure that the etched groove had a slant of about 30° to the surface normal. After etching, the chrome remainders were removed. Despite the over-etched microlrelief, the grating showed high transmittance of 95.5%, also producing a 177-degree phase shift between the TE- and TM-waves (i.e. very close to a half-wave plate).

An achromatic IR wave plate fabricated by imprinting and producing a 30° phase shift in transmission mode at wavelengths 8.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) – 10.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) was discussed in Ref. [35]. The grating had a 3-\( \mu \text{m} \) period, a 1.63-\( \mu \text{m} \) microrelief depth, and a fill factor of 0.07. At the first stage, a mold with a 3-\( \mu \text{m} \) period and a fill factor of 0.5 was fabricated. A glassy carbon substrate was coated with a layer of WSi and a photoresist, with the latter being then exposed to a 442-nm He-Cd laser. After removing the exposed photoresist, the WSi layer was exposed to the reactive ion etching in SF6, with the glassy carbon being etched in O2. The exposure time was selected so as to attain a 1.94-\( \mu \text{m} \) microrelief depth. Using the mold, the grating under study was imprinted into the chalcogenide glass, which has \( n=2.7 \) in the wavelength range of interest and sulphur as its major component (a Sb-Ge-Sn-S system). The temperature, pressure, and time of imprinting were, respectively, 253C, 3.8 Pa, and 90 s. In another work by the same authors [36], fabrication of a micropolarizer for wavelengths 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) - 9 \( \mu \text{m} \) was reported. The grating polarizer had a 260-nm microrelief depth, a 500-nm groove width, and a 290-nm rod width. The grating reported in
Ref. [37] was also fabricated by imprinting, but it was intended for visible light. The grating with a 300-nm period was fabricated in a Bi\(_2\)O\(_3\)-GeO\(_2\)-B\(_2\)O\(_3\) glass. At the wavelength of 400 nm the grating was able to produce a phase shift of 0.23\(\lambda\). An effective technique for designing wave plates was proposed in [38].

3. Reflecting gratings

When fabricating a half-wave plate, the high aspect ratio requirement can be obviated via using a reflecting, rather than transmission, grating. In this case, the microrelief height is halved. A reflecting micropolarizer to perform linear-to-radial polarization conversion of light was described in [7], [39]. The micropolarizer was designed as a four-sector subwavelength grating, with the angle between the grooves and the incident polarization vector being different in each sector. In the sectors, the polarization vector was, respectively, rotated by the angles of 45, -45, 135, or -135° (Fig. 3).

Figure 4 depicts numerically simulated plots when linearly polarized light is reflected at a subwavelength grating whose parameters are described in Fig. 3. The simulation was based on solving Maxwell’s equations using a FDTD-method in the FullWAVE (RSoft) software.

Figure 4 depicts the reflected light intensity \(|E_r|^2\) and the polarization angle \(\theta\) versus the angle \(\alpha\). From Fig. 4b the intensity is seen to vary in a wide range with varying angle of the grating’s groove tilt \(\alpha\). Hence, we can infer that to be able to form a reflected field with a maximally uniform intensity pattern it will suffice to use just four sectors with differently oriented grating grooves. This enables us to avoid using regions characterized by a maximum reflected intensity (amounting to, or more than 0.7 relative units in Fig 4b). With a four-sector polarizer, the difference between the angles 0° in each adjacent sector needs to be 90°. Taking this and Fig. 4a,b into account, we infer that the angles \(\alpha = \pm 40°\) and \(\pm 70°\) are most suitable, as in this case the difference between the reflected intensities from the different sectors is minimal. Then, the respective angles of the polarization rotation are given by -135°, -45°, 45°, and 135°.

In the course of modeling, the period of the diffraction gratings in all four sectors in Fig. 4 was assumed to be 0.4 \(\mu\)m for all angles \(\alpha\). Then, to obtain a maximally uniform intensity of the light reflected at four micropolarizer sectors with the angles \(\alpha = \pm 40°\) and \(\pm 70°\) the grating periods were optimized. Optimal periods were found to be different, being equal to 0.4 \(\mu\)m for the sectors with the angles \(\alpha = \pm 40°\) and to 0.46 \(\mu\)m for the sectors with the angles \(\alpha = \pm 70°\). Prior to optimizing the grating periods, the ratio of the reflected intensity to the incident one for \(\alpha = \pm 40°\) and \(\alpha = \pm 70°\) was, respectively, 58% and 43.3% (Fig. 4b). Following the optimization, the reflectance for \(\alpha = \pm 70°\) reached 51% [40], [41].

The reflecting micropolarizer (Fig. 5a) for linear-to-radial polarization conversion [7], [39] was fabricated using e-beam lithography. A glass substrate was coated with a 160-180-nm gold film, which was then coated with a resist layer. A template of the four-sector grating polarizer was then projected onto the resist using a 30-kV electron beam. By way of development, the specimen was then etched in xylene to remove the resist areas exposed to the electron beam. Next, the grating template was transferred into the gold layer by ion milling of the gold film from resist-free areas. Finally, resist remnants were removed using oxygen plasma, with the resulting micropolarizer template being ‘engraved’ in gold. The reactive ion etching time was optimized so as to achieve an etch depth of about 110 nm. A micropolarizer fabricated using the same procedure but intended to obtain an azimuthally polarized beam (Fig. 5b) was reported in Refs. [40], [41].

Figure 6a shows an image of the four-sector micropolarizer of Fig. 5a obtained using an output polarizer with its axis directed vertically, considering that the incident light is linearly polarized in the horizontal plane. In this case, all four sectors of the micropolarizer turn out to be bright (Fig. 5a). Note that two right sectors of the micropolarizer have a higher (on 10%) reflectance when compared with the two left ones. Although it is possible to achieve equal
reflection coefficients in the four sectors but the price to be paid is different periods and fill factors of the gratings in each sector. Figure 6b shows a micropolarizer image obtained when the axis of the polarizer placed in reflected light is rotated by 45° about the horizontal axis. Figure 6c shows the same pattern but with the output polarizer axis rotated by -45° about the horizontal axis. In this case, two of four micropolarizer's sectors found on the diagonals are observed as bright.

Figure 7 depicts images of the micropolarizer in Fig. 5b with a polarizer P placed in front of the CCD-camera and making angles 0° (a), -45° (c), and 45° (d) with the incident light polarization axis. From Fig. 7, the light reflected at the micropolarizer (Fig. 5b) is seen to be azimuthally polarized. The reflected beam was then directed to the binary microlens of Fig. 2a, producing a sharp focus. Figure 8 illustrates a SNOM-aided intensity pattern, with the minimal and maximal size of the focal spot measuring $FWHM_{\text{min}} = (0.35 \pm 0.02) \lambda$ and $FWHM_{\text{max}} = (0.38 \pm 0.02) \lambda$.

A reflective wave plate of period 400 nm, fill factor 0.5, and microrelief depth 280 nm was reported in Refs. [42], [43]. Comparison with a transmission grating with the same period and fill factor, but a twice deeper microrelief (450 nm) was made. As distinct from Refs. [39], [41] the microrelief of the gratings in Refs. [42], [43] was fabricated in a photoresist layer, with the operation in reflection achieved via using a silicon substrate, unlike a glass substrate of the transmission grating. Both gratings were numerically and experimentally shown to produce the same phase retardation.

4. Terahertz grating micropolarizers

In the bulk of works concerned with the exploitation of the subwavelength gratings as wave plates, a relatively large proportion of papers discuss the terahertz waveband. For instance, in Refs. [44], [45], the quarter-wave plates for frequencies 2.6 THz, 3.2 THz, and 3.8 THz were implemented as gratings with a 60-μm period and microrelief depths of 330 μm, 280 μm and 230 μm, respectively. A grating with period 20 μm, fill factor 0.5, and microrelief depths of 46 μm and 30 μm for respective frequencies 1.5 THz and 2.8 THz was considered in Ref. [46]. The grating fabricated of silicon had an antireflection coating SU8, enabling a 21% increase in the transmittance. A quarter-wave plate implemented in [47] operated at 0.51 THz, having a period of 30 μm and a microrelief depth of 156 μm. In [48], a grating of period 10 μm and microrelief depth 6 μm was utilized as a quarter-wave range plate for a 10 THz frequency. A quarter-wave plate for low-frequency terahertz waveband in the 200 - 330 GHz range was discussed in Ref. [49]. An achromatic quarter-wave plate operating at 0.47 - 0.8 THz was designed in [50]. In the experiment, fabrication errors showed to result in phase retardation errors of 3% when illuminating the plate with a 0.5-THz wave. A reflective achromatic quarter-wave plate for a waveband of 1.8 - 2.8 THz was studied in [51].

5. Subwavelength gratings as absorption-based polarizers

In the previous sections, we discussed the use of the subwavelength gratings as wave plates that converted the incident light polarization based on the difference between the effective refractive indices of the grating for TE- and TM-waves. However, this is not the only way the subwavelength gratings can perform the polarization conversion. It has been demonstrated [52] that in the subwavelength grating the absorption of a TM-wave is higher than that of a TE-wave. Such an effect can be employed to design analogs of "classical" polarizers.

Subwavelength micropolarizers operating in the visible spectrum were used for polarization imaging in [53]. An array composed of gratings with differently oriented grooves (0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°) was nano-fabricated in an Al layer coated on a glass substrate by e-beam lithography and ion etching. The gratings had a rectangular groove profile with period 140 nm, fill factor 0.5, and microrelief depth 100 nm. An individual grating was 7.4x7.4 μm in size,
which is the same as the CCD cell size. After fabrication, the grating array was aligned with the CCD and utilized for real-time polarization imaging.

6. Subwavelength grating-based metalenses

In recent years, optical researchers have taken interest in studying planar binary microoptics components of subwavelength thickness composed of nanoscale arrays (rods, slits, stripes, gratings) made of metal or semiconductor, which are simultaneously capable of manipulating the polarization, amplitude, and phase of the incident light. Such photonic microcomponents are called metasurface components and reviewed in Ref. [8]. The metasurfaces can be utilized to generate optical vortices [54]; as broad-band near-IR sawtooth gratings capable of reflecting 80% of light within a desired angle [55]; to focus light into a doughnut intensity pattern [56] or a transverse line [57]. Of particular interest are ultrathin microlenses based on metasurfaces [58]–[63]. Note that while lenses proposed in Refs. [58]–[63] were implemented in the infrared spectrum, the only visible-spectrum lens operating at 550 nm was described in [63]. Metalenses based on metallic nanoarrays [58], [61], [62] showed a lower efficiency compared to those based on amorphous silicon [59], [60], [63]. The best characteristics have been demonstrated by a metalens composed of a silicon nano-rod array of diameter 200 nm and height ~1 µm [59]. The lens was shown to produce the minimal focal spot of diameter 0.57λ with an efficiency of about 40% for a linearly polarized incident beam. On the negative side is the high aspect ratio (5:1) of the lens [59], necessary for high-quality fabrication of the silicon rods. A binary microlens with a 100-µm focus and numerical aperture NA=0.43 for wavelength 550 nm was fabricated in Ref. [63]. The incident clockwise circularly polarized light was converted into an anticlockwise circularly polarized beam, before being focused into a 670-nm focal spot. The lens in question [63] was designed using a Pancharatnam-Berry phase and can operate only at the circularly polarized incident light, which is a drawback, as one needs to use an extra quarter-wave component to generate the circular polarization. Low NA is another drawback of the lens in [63]. A different approach to designing ultra-thin binary metalenses to focus linearly polarized laser light into a subwavelength circular focal spot beyond the diffraction limit was proposed in Ref. [64]. In this method, by arranging subwavelength binary diffraction gratings (four were shown to suffice) in each annular zone of a binary Fresnel zone plate, a linearly polarized incident beam was converted into a radially polarized beam. Based on this method, an ultra-thin metalens was designed and fabricated in an amorphous silicon film of diameter 30 µm and focal length equal to the incident wavelength of 633 nm, characterized by a subwavelength structure with a 220-nm period and 110-nm relief depth. Such a lens was shown to simultaneously control the polarization and phase of the incident light, converting linear polarization into the radial one and producing a sharp focus. The metalens was fabricated using e-beam lithography and ion etching.

The stages in designing and modeling the metalens from [65] are briefly described below. It has been known [64], [66] that when a linearly polarized laser beam is sharply focused using microoptics components (a binary axicon [64] or a binary zone plate [66]), the resulting subwavelength focal spot is elliptical. For instance, a glass binary ZP (n=1.5) of focus f=200 nm smaller than incident wavelength λ=532 nm and microrelief depth h=0.9 µm illuminated by a linearly polarized Gaussian laser beam of waist radius w=4λ produces a dumbbell-shaped elliptical focal spot elongated along the polarization axis at distance z=200 nm behind the ZP. Using an FDTD method implemented in the FullWAVE software, such a focal spot was found to measure at the full-width at half-maximum FWHM₁=0.85λ and FWHM₂=0.37λ (the ellipticity of 2.3:1) [65]. It is also known that by transforming the linearly polarized beam into the radially polarized one, a circular subwavelength focal spot can be obtained [13]. By way of illustration, a four-sector micropolarizer composed of subwavelength gratings was designed and fabricated in a gold film in [39], converting the incident linearly polarized laser light into the radially polarized light. It was shown that four sectors would suffice to generate a near radially polarized field [13], [39], which was then used for obtaining a subwavelength focal spot [7], [39]. A four-sector
micropolarizer in transmission mode was fabricated in an amorphous silicon film applied on a transparent substrate in [30]. The subwavelength grating had a period of \(T = 230\, \text{nm}\) and a microrelief depth of \(h = 130\, \text{nm}\) \((\lambda = 633\, \text{nm})\), with the refractive index of silicon chosen to equal \(n = 3.87 - 0.016i\). However, when focusing light using two separate elements (a reflective/transmission polarization converter and a zone plate), the optical setup needs to be precisely aligned, with the and extra energy being lost due to reflection at additional surfaces. This poses a problem of designing a microoptics component simultaneously capable of the polarization conversion of and sharply focusing the laser light. Such a subwavelength binary optical element can be designed by combining two optical elements discussed above. Shown in Fig. 9 is a metalens binary microrelief that combines the properties of a micropolarizer and a high-NA zone plate.

Parameters of the metalens in Fig. 9 are as follows: wavelength is \(\lambda = 633\, \text{nm}\), focal length is \(f = 633\, \text{nm}\) \((\text{NA} = 1)\), microrelief height is \(h = 0.24\, \mu\text{m}\), discretization step is 22 nm, grating period is 220 nm, diffraction grating's groove is 110 nm, and step width is 110 nm. According to ellipsometric measurements, the refined refractive index of amorphous silicon equals \(n = 4.35 + 0.486\).

A metalens with the relief of Fig. 9 was fabricated using e-beam lithography. A 130-nm amorphous silicon (a-Si) film sputtered on a pyrex glass \((n = 1.47)\) was coated with a 320-nm PMMA resist, which was then fixed at 180°C. The resist thickness of 320 nm was chosen to be optimal. A 15-nm gold film was sputtered atop to prevent a surface charge from accumulating. The binary mask (Fig. 9) was transferred into the resist surface using a 30-kV electron beam. The specimen was developed in a 3:7 water solution of isopropanol, with the golden layer entirely washed off the PMMA surface.

The mask was transferred from the resist into the aSi via reactive ion etching in gases CHF\(_3\) and SF\(_6\). The resist thickness was chosen to be able to protect the nanostructured microrelief while etching the 130-nm amorphous aSi. The aspect ratio of etch rates of the material and mask was found to be 1:2.5. Figure 10 shows an electronic microscope image of a metalens, with the entire 30-\(\mu\text{m}\) metalens shown in Fig. 10a and its magnified central fragment - in Fig. 10b.

A portion of the metalens was also measured using an atomic force microscope Solver Pro. Figure 11a depicts the central fragment of the metalens microrelief, with the characteristic microrelief profile depicted in Fig. 11b. The microrelief depth was found to vary from 80 nm to 160 nm, the average depth being 120 nm. The radius of the microscope's probe tip was 10 nm. The microrelief depth was measured within an error of 5%, with the transverse coordinates measured within a 2.5% error. The experimental characterization of the metalens-aided focal spot was conducted using a near-field optical scanning microscope. The experimental optical setup is shown in Fig. 12a.

In the experiment, light from a He-Ne laser \((\text{wavelength } 633\, \text{nm} \text{ and power } 50\, \text{mW})\) travelled through a fiber optic system and illuminated the metalens under study, which generated a subwavelength focal spot. The full width of the incident beam was 30 \(\mu\text{m}\). The intensity distribution across the focal spot was measured using a metallized hollow pyramid probe C with a 100-nm tip hole. Having passed through the tip hole, the light was directed to a 100x objective \(O_1\), passed through a spectrometer S (Solar TII, Nanofinder 30), and was registered by a CCD-camera (Andor, DV401-BV). The experimentally measured focal length of the metalens was \(z = 0.6\, \mu\text{m}\). The intensity pattern in the focus measured on an NSOM is presented in Fig. 12b. The maximal intensity in the focus was found to be 11 times that of the incident beam. The experimentally measured size of the focal spot was \(\text{FWHM}_x = 0.55\lambda\) and \(\text{FWHM}_y = 0.49\lambda\). These values are seen to be just 8% different from the theoretically estimated values of \(\text{FWHM}_x = 0.52\lambda\) and \(\text{FWHM}_y = 0.46\lambda\), obtained with due account for the fabrication errors.
Up to this point, we have discussed metalenses based on four space-variant subwavelength gratings, which proved to be sufficient to generate radially and azimuthally polarized light fields. It stands to reason that the greater the spatial variations of the gratings, the greater the accuracy of the resulting desired field. Below, we describe the numerical simulation of a metalens with 16 differently oriented grooves of subwavelength gratings. A metalens in Fig. 13 is similar to that in Fig. 9, but has 16, rather than four, sectors. The simulation parameters were as follows: a plane incident wave (λ=633 nm Ex=1, Ey=Ez=0), metalens focal length- f=633 nm, microrelief height- h=0.12 µm, pixel size- 22 nm, gratings period- 220 nm, grating groove- 110 nm (5 pixels), step width- 110 nm (5 pixels). The picture in Fig. 13 is 8µm×8 µm in size, the aSi gratings have n = 4.35 + i0.486, glass substrate has n = 1.5; the FDTD-aided computation was done with a λ/30 step on all three coordinates.

The resulting near-circular focal spot measured FWHMx=0.390λ and FWHMy=0.401λ. With the metalens's subwavelength gratings arranged so as to convert a linearly polarized incident beam into a radially polarized beam, the entire energy of the focal spot was found in the Ez-component.

7. Discussion

Summarizing the said above, we can conclude the following. Due to the difference of the refractive indices and of the absorption of the TE- and TM-polarized waves passing through the subwavelength relief [3], it is possible to create elements that work similarly to classical wave plates [4], [6] and polarizers [67]. Subwavelength gratings that work similarly to the wave plates are investigated for the visible [7], infrared [6] and terahertz [44] range. Their fabrication for small wavelengths is complicated since a large aspect ratio is required for the grating relief, but, nevertheless, the interest in the fabrication of subwavelength gratings does not decay. The requirement of a high aspect ratio can be circumvented if instead of transmission gratings reflective gratings are used [43], [7]. Due to the possibility of a local change of the relief direction, subwavelength gratings allow generation of polarization-inhomogeneous beams, such as cylindrical vector beams [40].

Combining a subwavelength polarizing grating with classical zone plates allows generation of elements that perform simultaneous polarization conversion and, for example, focusing of laser radiation [11].

8. Conclusions

In this review, we have analyzed recent articles concerned with the design of subwavelength diffraction gratings to control the polarization and phase of the incident light. In more detail, the subwavelength gratings operating as wave-plate analogues intended to generate cylindrical vector beams have been discussed. A simple approach to designing metasurface components based on space-variant subwavelength gratings has been proposed. The approach is different from a conventional method based on the Pancharatnam-Berry phase, not requiring the use of the circularly polarized incident light. Particular examples of operating micropolarizers and metalenses have been discussed.
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Fig. 1. AFM and SEM images of a micropolarizer in transmission mode [29].

Fig. 2 SEM image of ZP (a) and 2D intensity distribution of the focal spot measured using a NSOM Integra Spectra (b) [29].

Fig. 3 (a) The layout of a four-sector micropolarizer composed of four subwavelength binary diffraction gratings with period 460 nm (for the incident wavelength of 633 nm) in a gold film and (b) the near-surface intensity distribution of the reflected light. Arrows show the polarization direction in each sector [11].
Fig. 4 The angles $\alpha$ and $\theta$ respectively define a change in the groove tilt and the reflected electric field vector, (a) the angle of the polarization vector $\theta$ vs the incident electric vector angle $\alpha$, and (b) reflected field intensity $|E_z|^2$ vs. the grating’s groove angle $\alpha$. [40]

Fig. 5 SEM images of micropolarizers for (a) radial [7] and (b) azimuthal [40] polarization.

Fig. 6 Image of a 100x100-µm four-sector micropolarizer (Fig. 5a) obtained in reflection under illumination by a 633-nm laser beam for the differently directed axis of the output polarizer (put before a CCD-camera): 0°(a), 45°(b), -45°(c). [7]

Fig. 7 Image of a 100x100-µm four-sector micropolarizer (Fig. 5b) obtained in reflection under illumination by a 532-nm laser beam for the differently directed axis of the output polarizer (put before a CCD-camera): 0°(a), -45°(b), 45°(c). The incident light is vertically polarized. [40]
Fig. 8 An illustration of a SNOM-aided intensity distribution when a beam reflected at the micropolarizer (Fig. 5b) is focused by the microlens (Fig. 2a). [7]

Fig. 9 Microrelief pattern of a metalens in transmission to simultaneously perform linear-to-radial polarization conversion and focus light. [11]

Fig. 10 (a) An electronic microscope image of a 30-μm metalens in an aSi and (b) its magnified 3μm × 2 μm central fragment. [11]
Fig. 11. (a) An atomic-force microscope image of a metalens fragment and (b) microrelief profile of a metalens fragment. [11]

Fig. 12 (a) An experimental optical setup: M1, M2- mirrors, O1 - a 100× objective, C- a probe, S- a spectrometer, and CCD- a CCD-camera. (b) The intensity pattern at distance z=0.6 µm from the metalens. [11]

Fig. 13 (a) The binary relief of an aSi metalens whose focus is equal to the incident wavelength, f=λ=633 nm and (b) Intensity profiles drawn via focal spot center along the X- and Y-axes 600-nm away from the metalens surface. [11]